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A new level of innovation for recreational kayaks. C reated by award-
winning design engineer Magnus De Brito, Point 65 Kayaks Sweden
launches the Martini! A fun, versatile high-performance recreational
touring kayak that, due to its modularity, is exceptionally easy to
carry, store, and haul. The revolutionary Solo or Tandem combination
is the solution you were waiting for (patent pending).

Performance kayaking - Easy to handle in and out of the water.
With Point 65´s innovative Snap-Tap system (patent pending), the
single-seater snaps apart and re-assembles in seconds for a kayak
that is comfortable, stable, and strong making it by far the most easy
to carry recreational kayak on the market.  The Martini is a rigid
high-performance kayak that you can carry with a smile on your
face, put into the trunk of your car and store under your bed.

No need to buy two kayaks - Snap in the mid-section and your
single seater Solo transforms into a high-performance Tandem. Never
before has a kayak been so much fun and so easy to own. In fact,
the only thing you’ll need to worry about is deciding whom to bring.
By adding mid sections you create the perfect team building tool for
as many paddlers as you want.

 
    

 

Craft characteristics

Tracking:  
Speed:  

Manoueverability:  
Initia l-stability:  

End-stability:  
In wind:  

In waves:  

Overview Facts Gallery Downloads

Gear, news and updates to
your mailbox as long as you
want. Enter your email address
below.

(You can always unsubscribe from
the list)

Enter a country or a city to find
the nearest dealer

Point65 Kayak Rental
Ösjönäs-Tiveden
Ösjönäs
69597 Tived
Sverige
Phone 0505-250 22
E-mail vildmark@osjonas.se
http://www.point65.se/center/2277
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Read more »

» [14/09/2012] 
Freya Hoffmeister joins Point
65 Kayaks! 

Point 65 Kayaks Sweden is
proud to welcome Freya
Hoffmeister, the world-
renowned expedition kayaker
who is currently
circumnavigating South
America. Freya brings
unparalle led experience and
expertise to the Point 65 team
which will be extremely
valuable in developing great
kayaks. Her first design
project is the POINT 65 FREYA,
an 18-foot expedition kayak
that Freya will use for her
long-distance expeditions. 
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Point65 Sweden
Headquarter:
Karlbergs Strand 4
SE-171 73 Solna,
Sweden
Ph: +46 8 663 01 06
mail@point65.se
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Family Fun - The Martini is designed with both kids and adults in
mind. Whether paddling, fishing or just relaxing, this comfortable,
stable and strong high-performance kayak is the ideal choice for
family fun on the water.

Get in and go - Carrying and hauling, going Solo or Tandem - the
Martini has the innovative features to keep everyone smiling. So
easy to set up and go, you’ll be having a blast right off the beach.

Comfort and ease - The Martini features a comfortable ergonomical
seat equipped with a cushy seat pad as well as thight braces for
improved control, multiple cup holders, integrated rudder and easily
adjustable rudder pedals. The Martini also features a large, oval dry-
hatch aft and a smaller round bow dry-hatch to access two water
tight compartments for safe storage of gear on your next adventure.

Outstanding performance - Designed for comfort and stability, the
Point 65 Martini is a nimble, highly maneuverable decked recreational
touring kayak with plenty of legroom. And whether you paddle the
Martini! as a Solo or Tandem, this is one of the faster recreational
kayaks on the market. Designed for optimal comfort, stability,
maneuverability and tracking. It’s perfect for a day of fun or
weekend of adventure. Use a protective spray skirt to cover the
cockpit and you can paddle the Martini through rough water and stay
dry. Load it up — the Martini has tons of dry storage!

Gone fishing - The Martini is prepared to accomodate after market
fishing equipment and its multiple paddleparks frees your hand to
handle all the fishing you need. The molded in fish-o-meter helps in
measuring your catch. Going by yourself or with a friend? You have
both options in one kayak — just add the Snap Tap mid-section and
go from Solo to Tandem in seconds. With a second mid section
between the two paddlers you can create additional storage space for
your four legged friend and tons of additional gear.
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